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Halifax Transit fare increase
• Proposed 25-cent fare increase (to the standard adult fare) was
approved by Regional Council as part of the 2019/2020 budget
• Specifics of the rollout of the fare increase were not in place at that
time
• Proposed 25-cent fare increase is to assist in funding Halifax Transit
operating costs in 2019/2020 and 2020/2021
• Increase in Halifax Transit’s operating budget for 2019/2020 and
2020/2021 is due to several factors including: increased wages,
increased cost of fuel, service increases associated with the Moving
Forward Together Plan, etc.
• Previous fare increases by Halifax Transit:
• from $2.25 to $2.50 on September 30, 2013
• from $2.00 to $2.25 on July 1, 2009
• from $1.75 to $2.00 in January 2005

Change in approach
• Historically, Halifax Transit fare increases have been
applied uniformly (e.g. a 25-cent increase of all
passenger classifications, for all products/media, across
all services)
• The reason for the change in approach is to:
• Consider industry best practices
• Emphasize strategic goals and plan for the future in
an effort to increase ridership
• Reduce cash handling
• Provide more options and convenience to passengers

Jurisdictional scan
Observations
• Halifax Transit is tied for lowest Adult
Cash Fare, $0.85 lower than average for
evaluated jurisdictions
• Halifax Transit has second lowest Child
Cash Fare, $1.23 lower than average for
evaluated jurisdictions
• Halifax Transit has lowest cost Adult
Monthly Pass, $22.47 lower than average
for evaluated jurisdictions
• Halifax Transit’s Child Monthly Pass is
$9.45 lower than average for evaluated
jurisdictions
Recommendations
• Fares should be increased to be more inline with similar jurisdictions
• Monthly passes need to be more
competitive relative to tickets - current
pricing requires too many trips for the
monthly pass to be a better value than
tickets

Passenger classifications
Summary
• Reduce passenger classifications
from 4 (adult, senior, child,
student) to 2 (adult, youth)
Recommendation
• Implement a 6-month pilot
program that would increase the
age at which children ride free on
Halifax Transit from 4 and under to
12 and under
• A pilot would allow Halifax Transit staff to gauge the long-term impact to both ridership and Halifax
Transit’s operating budget and then report back to Regional Council
Recommendation
• Eliminate the senior classification and include those 65 and older in the adult classification
• Other programs are now in place to protect vulnerable seniors (Low income transit pass, ESIA pass,
free travel on Tuesdays) and data suggests far fewer seniors today are financially vulnerable
compared to the past
• Jurisdictional scan indicates that few other similar-sized jurisdictions offer senior-specific cash fares

Service tiers
Summary
• Eliminate an unnecessary
service tier and adjust the fare
associated with the airport route
(320)
Recommendation
• Eliminate the MetroLink
premium fare
• The Moving Forward Together
Plan includes the replacement
of existing MetroLink routes with
new express routes
• As the MetroLink routes are being eliminated, the MetroLink premium fare is no longer required
Recommendation
• Increase the fare of only the airport route to $6
• The airport route provides a significantly higher level of service than other Regional Express
routes, operating consistently all day, seven days a week
• To reflect the reduced ridership expectations, higher level of service, and resulting higher level of
cost to operate this service, a higher cash/single rider fare is appropriate
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